
 

 

 

 

   

 

Media Release 

For immediate release  

 

OVOLO ESTABLISHES THEIR NEW ACQUISITION AND DEVELOPMENT TEAM 

Ovolo Group, the award-winning boutique designer hotel collection, welcomes new talent to the 

Acquisition and Development team. Ovolo Group continues to see expediential growth as all thirteen 

properties across Australia and South East Asia begin to open after trying times, and will continue the 

trajectory with key focuses on the Australian, New Zealand, and South-East Asian markets. 

Marc Hediger, a passionate hotelier and leader with operational, project and development background of 

5-star properties and brands worldwide, joins Ovolo as the new Group Director of Acquisition and 

Development.  

Marc brings over 40 years of upper management and executive experience to the group. Marc’s career has 

seen him leading at the forefront of some of the world’s best accommodation groups.  To name a few, 

Senior VP of Development at Dusit Hotels and Resorts, CEO of Lanson Place Hospitality Management 

Limited, Senior Vice President of Rosewood Hotels and Resorts, Senior Vice President of Development at 

Shangri-La Hotels and Resorts in Hong Kong and, Corporate Director of Food and Beverage at Movenpick 

Hotel and Resorts.  

With more than 20 years' experience in South East Asisa along with AU and NZ, Marc will lead the Ovolo 

Group throughout this growth as the group expands into the markets.  

Marc will work closely with Kyu Baek Kim, who was recently promoted to Ovolo’s Head of Acquisitions and 
Development. Both Marc and Kyu Baek bring extensive knowledge from their education at Ecole Hôtelière 

de Lausanne located in Switzerland, regarded as one of the best hospitality schools in the world.  

Kyu Baek’s career with the Ovolo Group started over three years ago when the group had the pleasure of 
welcoming Kyu Baek as Acquisition and Development Manager. Kyu Baek has played a leading role in 

driving the Ovolo’s investment and development strategies, working closely with hotel and project 
management teams to create distinctive, bespoke hotels. Additionally, Kyu Baek was instrumental in 

acquiring property in Bali where the Ovolo Group has now launched MAMAKA.  

While Ovolo continues to look at acquisitions, Marc and Kyu Baek will also be looking into asset light 

Management Agreements to lead the group’s growth.  

“Mark and Kyu Baek are not new to South East Asia market and Hospitality. They both have extensive 

amount of experience and knowledge of the industry to lead new acquisitions and foster growth for the 

brand. Marc also brings an extensive network and knowhow of new markets and will be leading the charge 

of creating Hotel Management Opportunities alongside finding new assets,” said Ovolo Hotels Managing 
Director AU & NZ Dave Baswal. 
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Press images here 

For further information, please contact: 

Stephen Howard 

Group Director of Marketing, Ovolo Group 

T: +61 2 9331 9068 

E: stephen.howard@ovologroup.com  

OR 

Georgia Bounds 

Communications Coordinator, Ovolo Group AU 

T: + 61 402 216 062 

E: georgia.bounds@ovologroup.com 

 

 About Ovolo: 

The Ovolo Group was founded by entrepreneur Girish Jhunjhnuwala and first entered the real estate 

market in 2002; then further expanded into the hotel industry in 2010. Ovolo Hotels quickly became 

one of Hong Kong and Australia’s most dynamic independent owner operated hospitality firms by 
providing guests with the best in effortless living across hotels and food and beverage outlets. 

The Ovolo Group is a collection of contemporary hotels that keep you connected to the little luxuries 

you love, all effortlessly included. The company prides itself on being in touch with the modern 

traveller through award-winning interior designs, detail-driven comforts, complimentary value-added 

services like the mini bar and breakfast, with cutting-edge technology. Ovolo Hotels have been 

acknowledged for Hotel and Accommodation Excellence, receiving the accolade “Hotel Brand of the 
Year”, at the 2019 and 2020 HM Awards. 

A proud Hong Kong brand, Ovolo Group remains a family-owned and privately-operated business 

operating four hotels and three restaurants in Hong Kong, and eight hotels and seven restaurants 

across Australia in Sydney, Melbourne, Canberra and Brisbane. 

Ovolo also has the By Ovolo Collective within its portfolio of hotels, a distinctive collection of four 

hotels each one unique, each one special, the more guests explore, the more they’ll find. These include 

Nishi Apartments in Canberra Australia, The Sheung Wan by Ovolo and The Aberdeen Harbour in Hong 

Kong, and Mamaka Kuta Beach in Bali Indonesia. 

As of March 2021, Dash Living collaborated with Ovolo Hotels to launch two new generation of 

serviced rental solutions in Hong Kong. A total of 135 rooms and suites that form part of a new 

generation of serviced rental solutions for hyper-mobile millennials will be available for booking. The 

Aberdeen by Dash Living, soon-to-be converted from Mojo Nomad By Ovolo, offers 79 rooms ranging 

from studios to executive suites. The 56-room The Sheung Wan By Ovolo, only remaining under 
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Ovolo’s management for stays under 7 days, will offer units from studio, one bedroom, to family room 
options. 

Ovolo acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the lands on which we are located. We recognise their 

continuing connection to land, waters and culture, and pay our respects to their Elders past, present 

and emerging. 

 


